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Triad Brand Guidelines

Introduction

These guidelines are designed to help
anyone involved in the production of our
communications, and play an important role
in building the value of our brand.
This document provides an overview of Triad’s
visual identity and brand voice, and detailed
guidance on how to put them together.
As we grow, these standards will continue to
evolve, and will become a comprehensive guide
for all brand identity applications.
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Our Brand
Definitions
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Brand Definitions

Our Vision

We will transform how brands, retailers
and people connect.
‘we will’ — our future ambition
‘transform’ — the ongoing task to adapt and respond
‘people’ — not ‘consumers’, but human beings
‘connect’ — a complex interaction that goes beyond the
commercial transaction both in time and intensity
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Brand Definitions

Our Positioning
Triad is a global media, creative and technology partner. We are
the specialist in growing brands in all retail environments and
maximizing retailers’ profit, on and offline.
What it is
A brand’s positioning articulates the unique position
the brand wants to occupy in the market and in
customers’ minds. In other words, it describes the
place we want to be in as a brand, and what we want
to be known for.

How we will use it
Used internally to guide all marketing and
communications, and to regularly determine
whether we are building the brand we defined.

In a world where retail is constantly changing, we embrace
existing trends and anticipate new ones, transforming how
people, brands and retailers connect seamlessly. Our ambition
is to make every person’s shopping experience more enticing
and meaningful than they thought it could be.
With our unparalleled knowledge of the retail industry, we help
our clients harness the power of commerce across all channels
— existing and yet to come. From consulting to creative content,
and from media buying to insights, we propel the success of
the world’s best brands.
We have been pioneers of digital retail media from the start.
What sets us apart is how we use creativity and technology to
unlock the power of unified commerce, whenever it happens.
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Brand Definitions

Our Value Proposition
This is a succinct summary of the unique value we offer to
customers. It should inform and guide the creation of any
content related to why customers should choose us.

Harnessing the power of shopping
and technology to build brands.
The ongoing use of Triad’s unique expertise and knowledge of shopping and
technology to build the brands we work with, including our retail partners
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Brand Definitions

Our Elevator Pitch
For Retailers
We are the leading adviser for retailers looking to create new
revenue streams that don’t rely solely on selling products. We
use our data-driven technology and insider understanding of
the digital retail space to help our retail partners understand
their customers in a way they never have before. Part
consultant, part media and creative agency, Triad uses these
insights to guide key decision-makers in creating a consumer
experience on and offline that doesn’t just change the way
people shop — it changes the way they live.

For Brands
We put the power of retailer insights to work for brands, so
they can shape real connections that turn casual shoppers
into raving fans. Using data-driven technology and consumercentric creative, we help brands find better ways to get in front
of the right people when it matters most.
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Brand Definitions

Our Purpose (Long-Form)

What it is
A brand’s purpose story is an enduring and emotive
encapsulation of why the brand exists, what it does
and its values.

How we will use it
Used internally to guide decision-making and brand
activation, and to inspire colleagues.
Used externally, as is or part of other content, to
communicate our purpose to external stakeholders.

Shopping, however it’s done, is a human act. When a person
browses, chooses and buys, their natural desire is to be
the unique center of the experience. They also want that
experience to be a true expression of themselves. To survive
and to grow, retailers and brands must shape meaningful
connections with every individual. Triad is the ampersand that
links them unbreakably together.
We were pioneers — and remain leaders — in using shopping
to nurture and grow authentic and enduring partnerships.
When our clients choose us, we fuse our teams with theirs to
innovate, invigorate and enhance the connections between
brands, retailers and people.
We have the technology, data and talent to give retailers and
brands the insights to understand their customers and the
creative vision to inspire them.
Shaping meaningful connections.
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Brand Definitions

Our brand purpose is the most memorable
encapsulation of why Triad exists.

Shaping meaningful connections.
The act of thinking, imagining
and executing the best way for
brands and retailers to connect
with people in a meaningful and
profitable way. ‘Shaping’ expresses
Triad’s thought-through approach
for the whole journey — and for the
long term.

The connections Triad creates
are meaningful because they
are authentic, personalized and
compelling. They are meaningful
because every party — brands,
retailers and people — can profit
from them in either commercial or
emotional ways.
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Connections are
beyond a transaction.
They are rational, emotional
and enduring relationships
between brands, retailers
and people.
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Brand Definitions

Our Mission

To be the unbreakable link between retailers
and brands to make every person’s shopping
experience more meaningful.
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Brand Definitions

Our Values
We use them to inform how we look, speak and act across all
channels and in all situations. They inform our design, tone of
voice, culture, content and how we work.

Bold

Driven

Collaborative

Honest

We are fearless, confident
and straightforward,
yet never arrogant.

We are visionary, curious
and passionate,
yet never reckless.

We are open, collective
and partnering,
yet never indecisive.

We think and act with
integrity, yet we always
strive to be better.
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Brand Definitions

Our Brand Behaviors

Boldly
Simple

Intelligently
Driven

Captivatingly
Warm

Who we are and what we
do is so compelling that
we can present it in the
simplest fashion.

Our commitment to always
move forward and take
risks is thoughtful and
driven by insights.

We draw people toward us
by being approachable, with
partnership at the heart of
every relation we have.
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Brand Definitions

Our behaviors define our personality
and values in action.
How we look

Boldly Simple
Intelligently
Driven
Captivatingly
Warm

How we speak

How we act

We have the confidence to
design with straightforward
clarity.

We do not use buzzwords
or marketing speech. Our
language is short and sharp.

With each other and with our
clients, we’re open, transparent
plain dealers.

The vitality of our look
is purposeful, with
clear intent.

Our energetic and dynamic
tone is always considered
and precise.

We combine our fast-moving,
fast-learning culture with
time to think.

Our look is enticing and
attention-grabbing, tempered
with a human touch.

We attract attention with
imaginative language that is
emotive and non-corporate.

We ensure people enjoy working
with us by being collaborative
and empathetic.
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Our Voice, Personality & Tone

Our Brand Voice Standards
What they are and why it matters.
Our brand voice standards — not what we say, but how we very
intentionally choose to say it — bring the brand to life in written
and verbal communications. The more consistently the Triad
brand voice is used in communication and execution, the more
quickly consumers will identify with the brand and what sets us
apart.
So what informs our brand voice? What ‘beacons’ do we look
to each time we sit down to write a pitch deck, client email or
internal email?
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First and foremost, we are guided by
our brand vision and brand positioning

Our Vision
We will transform how brands, retailers
and people connect with one another

Our Voice, Personality & Tone

Everything we write should tie back to this vision and
positioning. In order to bring this to life in our writing and
marketing, we have to understand and believe that ...
• Humans are fiercely loyal to brands that inspire them
• Retailers and brands make products that make people’s lives
better
• Together, retailers and brands can make magic
• People buy with their hearts
• Shopping is about more than spending

Brand Positioning
We are …

• There is always a person on the other side of a digital banner,
shopping cart, etc., and we should speak to them directly

a global media, creative and technology partner
the specialist in growing brands in all retail environments
and maximizing retailers’ profit, on and offline
innovators who embrace existing trends and anticipate
new ones
pioneers of digital retail media from the start
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Our Voice, Personality & Tone

Second, Our Brand Behaviors
Here’s how each of our brand behaviors translates into our voice.

Boldly Simple
How we speak
We do not use buzzwords or
marketing speech. Our language
is short and sharp.

The world’s leading retail and brand partners look to us as their guide in the digital retail
space. They shouldn’t need a dictionary to understand what we’re saying. We keep things as
straightforward and benefit-oriented as possible, always guiding them toward the right solution
— versus overwhelming them with options and fluffy, meaningless, “I’m trying to sound smart”
buzzwords. We’re clear and descriptive. We write like we speak, no matter who our audience is.
And sometimes that means breaking a few sacred grammar rules. #Rebels

Captivatingly Warm
How we speak
Our energetic and dynamic tone is
always considered and precise.

We’re welcoming and engaging. There’s a sense of warmth and wit to our tone. We’re always
upbeat and confident, but never braggy. While we aren’t afraid to showcase our expertise and
past results, we always do it in a way that’s showing clients exactly what we can do for them.
Every interaction should feel as though we’re sitting face-to-face sipping mocha chai lattes.

Intelligently Driven
How we speak
We attract attention with
imaginative language that is
emotive and non-corporate.

We’re pinch-ourselves lucky to get to do creative work each day and work with some of the
world’s biggest brands. Likewise, our clients should feel just as lucky to be working with us, a
trusted industry leader who is committed to moving their brand forward in the right direction.
Everything we put out into the world should inspire retailers and brands to see and feel what’s
possible when they partner with Triad. We see the bright side and sincerely believe that with a
little creativity and the right attitude, anything is achievable.
version 1.1
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Our Voice, Personality & Tone

Our Words Should Evoke Feeling
The language we choose should make our
audience feel that Triad is …

• Fun to work with
• A savvy guide and advisor who knows the retail landscape
inside out
• A leader in global media, creative and technology ... the
go-to source helping brands be more visible and profitable
in all retail environments, both on and offline
• In tune with how today’s consumers think, speak and feel
• Great at taking complicated concepts and tech (like firstparty data, programmatic advertising and more) and
breaking it down
• An innovator who sees past trends, and creates solutions
with the capability to change and reimagine how retailers,
brands and shoppers interact
• Convinced that individuals are at the center of everything
we do, and that their stories, hopes, and struggles matter
• The team you can trust to get it done right
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Our Voice, Personality & Tone

Our Brand Voice Standards in Action
Here are examples of how we do and don’t speak.
Instead of:
With ecommerce continuing to create options for shoppers,
they are scaling back trips to physical stores.

Triad would say:
Shopping online is easier and more convenient than ever,
which means busy shoppers are logging fewer miles in favor
of logging into their favorite ecommerce stores.

Instead of:
New digital capabilities will further integrate shopping into
daily living.

Triad would say (or rather SHOW):
Today’s busy moms can re-order diapers via simple voice
command while making tomorrow’s lunches. Imagine what
technology will allow us to do just a few years from now?

Instead of:
Unrivalled Reach Across Online & Offline

Triad would say:
More Reach, Period.

Instead of:
We have the resources and connections to elevate your
advertising experience.

Triad might say:
We’ll always put you first, pull a few strings and give you the
red-carpet treatment.

Instead of:
We deliver engaging, informative content and relevant
advertising that enhances the shopping experience.

Triad would say:
Fewer ads. More ad-ventures. We make online shopping better,
with ads people actually want to read, and content that helps
them make smarter buying decisions.
version 1.1
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Our Voice, Personality & Tone

Our Brand Voice Standards in Action
Instead of:
The Ad Revenue We Attract is Critical for Our Retailers

Triad Would Say:
More Revenue Means More Possibilities

New profits can fund important shopper-driven strategic
priorities:
• Promoting private-label products

You know that feeling when you find that surprise $20 in
your jeans’ pocket? Incremental ad revenue is like that, but
way better.

• Site / app development / UX

With these newfound ad profits, you can:

• Personalization
• Free shipping promotions
• Reinvest revenue into customer acquisition

• Give your private-label products more marketing love
• Make those website improvements you’ve been putting off
• Add the personalization features your customers have
been asking for
• Offer free shipping (and watch your Cart Abandonment
Rate fall to record levels)
• Put more money into your customer acquisition strategy
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Our Voice, Personality & Tone

Best Practices
Tips for staying within brand voice and just
writing better copy in general.

• Use sentences of varying length and structure
• Inspire your reader to do or feel something
• Go back and reread what you just wrote. Replace all
buzzwords with regular words
• Write the way you speak. Sometimes, this means breaking
those grammar rules you learned in English class. It’s OK to
end sentences with prepositions, start sentences with “But”
or “And” and speak in fragments
• Paint a picture, using details to make concepts memorable
• Make your target audience (retailer or brand) the HERO of the
story (start with YOU, not WE)
• Use contractions
• Lead with the benefit to the client, such as: instead of ‘our
unique offering,’ say ‘how we can help you’ or ‘we can help
you with’
• When in doubt, read it out loud
• Don’t forget to include calls to action! Always always tell the
reader where to go and what to do next
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Our Identity

Unity
The three distinct segments of Triad
being joined together.
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Our Logo

Our logo captures the connection
between three aspects of our
business coming together to
form a ‘T’.
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Our Logo

We use our logo in three different ways.

Vertical Alignment

Horizontal Alignment

Symbol Only

This version is used when
we need to center our logo.

When space is tight, the
horizontal version is the
most appropriate.

Strong enough to live on
its own. It can be used on
applications that don’t
require the company name.
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Our Logo

We can use our logo in five
color combinations.
Primary
Deep Purple

Secondary
Teal

Primary
White

Secondary
Blue

Secondary
Purple

When using on color
When primary colors are used as backgrounds,
change the symbol segment color used to white.
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Our Logo

One-color Applications
When it is necessary to reproduce the logo in one
color, the one color should be black over a white
background as indicated here.
This would only be necessary due to printing
requirements. The full-color logo should ALWAYS
be used in digital applications.

Misuse
The one-color logo should never be white or
any other color.

Line art version
The line art logo should only be used in limited situations
when no other possible options are viable. This version
of the logo can only be used with explicit approval from
the Corporate Marketing department.
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Our Logo

Exclusion Zone
This creates an area of clear space around the logo and
protects its legibility against interference from text and
other graphic elements. The exclusion zone is measured
using the stroke width of the symbol’s component sections.

Vertical Alignment

Horizontal Alignment

version 1.1
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Our Logo

Minimum Size
It is important that all parts of our logo be
legible in every application.

Print

For this reason, the logo should not be used at
sizes smaller than indicated here for print and
digital applications.
There are no maximum size restrictions,
as long as the logo scales proportionally.
6mm

14mm

6mm

100PX

28PX

Digital

44PX
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Our Logo

We position our logo using the
margins and center points.
Use the logo in the upper-left or lower-right corners
of the page, or centered on the page.
Either the vertical or horizontal versions of the logo
can be used in the corners, but only the vertical
version should be used when centered on the page.
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Our Logo

Misuse
The Triad visual identity stands for who we are. It is a visual representation of our brand and our values. The relationship between
each element has been carefully considered. Please refer to these examples of how NOT to reproduce our logo.
Do not adjust the space between the icon and the word mark. Do not distort. Do not add a drop shadow or outer glow. Do not
change the colors in the icon or the word mark. Do not place the brand logo on top of an image or on top of the full-color pattern.
Do not tilt or rotate the logo.
These are only examples. If you have any questions, please contact the Corporate Marketing department.
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Our Colors

Our Color Palette
Triad’s color palette is designed to embody
our core values in every way. They
are simultaneously boldly simple and
captivatingly warm.
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Our Colors

Primary Color Palette
The strength of the Triad color palette is in
its consistency and simplicity. Adhering to
these color guidelines will result in clean,
comprehensive communications that are
instantly recognizable as Triad.

Teal

Purple

#28D7C1
PMS 563c 564u
C58 M0 Y35 K0
R43 G215 B193

#62378F
PMS 268c 2090u
C80 M100 Y0 K0
R98 G55 B143

Blue

These three core colors should be the
predominant colors in every design and
communication including, but not limited
to presentations, internal and external
communications, social media, print, etc.
These colors are the core of our graphic
language and the voice of our brand.
They should be the hero of our designs.
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#1A8BBA
PMS 639c 639u
C90 M8 Y12 K0
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Our Colors

Primary Usage Examples

Core graphic language
Always use one or more primary colors in any
application.

Patterns
Ensure all full patterns are in the primary color
palette. When using the line art pattern as a fullbleed background, deep purple may also be used
in addition to the primary color palette.
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Our Colors

Secondary Color Palette
Deep purple will be replace all black
applications, including text, icons,
backgrounds and all graphic elements.
White and light gray are also acceptable
background colors.
The remaining three secondary colors (gray,
medium gray and dark gray) may only be
used in applications representing less than
15% of a design. In general, these colors
should be used sparingly to help enhance our
primary color palette.

White

Deep Purple

#FFFFFF
C0 M0 Y0 K0
R255 G255 B255

#2DOF3A
PMS 2627c 2112u
C85 M100 Y6 K38
R45 G15 B58

Light Gray

Gray

#EEEEEE
C5 M4 Y4 K0
R238 G238 B238

#DDDDDD
C12 M9 Y9 K0
R221 G221 B221

Medium Gray

Dark Gray

#CCCCCC
C20 M15 Y16 K0
R204 G204 B204

#AAAAAA
C34 M28 Y28 K0
R170 G170 B170
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Our Colors

Backgrounds
Color or patterns
Our secondary colors are only used as a
background to enhance the primary colors
used in our brand identity. They may be used
with a line-art pattern or one of the approved
solid colors.

We enhance connections between

brands, retailers & people

connecting

brands, retailers & people
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Accent Color Palette
In addition to our primary and secondary
colors, additional accent colors may also be
used in rare instances when needed. These
colors should never be used on their own and
comprise less than 5% of a design. Under no
circumstance should they become predominant
colors in a design.
For example, accent colors may be used when
creating statistical charts or infographics where
a greater number of colors is required.

#F06566
C0 M76 Y53 K0
R240 G101 B102
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Accent Color Usage
Calibri Bold

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, dolore
persecu ius no, sit choro

Charts and graphs
Accent colors should only be present as supporting
colors when information needs to be differentiated.
They should always be used in combination with
all three primary colors. The primary colors must
remain the hero of the design.

Calibri Bold

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, dolore
persecu ius no, sit choro
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Our Colors

Misuse

Never lead with an accent color
The dominant color in a design should never be a
secondary or accent color.
We shape meaningful
connections.

Don’t recolor
Never use accent colors to replace primary colors.

Calibri Bold

Don’t use accent colors for text and callouts

Calibri Regular

Avoid using accent colors in place of primary colors
in major graphic elements, headlines and callouts.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
omnes nullam prodesset mei in,
at erat laoreet detracto quo, vix
soluta delectus ei. Eam id zril
tempor
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Calibri Regular

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
omnes nullam prodesset mei
in, at erat laoreet detracto
quo, vix soluta delectus ei.

Calibri Regular

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
omnes nullam prodesset mei
in, at erat laoreet detracto
quo.
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Typography

Typeface Introduction

Neusa Next Std — Medium
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwyz
12345v67890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwxyz1
234567890£&@?!/+(.,:;)

We use one typeface with differing weights
and sizes to create hierarchy in our
communication. The following guidelines
describe how the various weights work
together.

Neusa Next Std — Regular
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwyz
12345v67890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwxyz1
234567890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
Neusa Next Std — Light
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwyz
12345v67890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwxyz1
234567890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
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Typography

Headline Font

Neusa Next Medium is used for all headlines.
Neusa Next Regular is used for all subheadlines.

Tracking
Headline tracking should
be set to +5.

Leading
Leading values should be set
at 5pt greater than the type
size (e.g. 30pt over 35pt)

Kerning
Care should be taken to
correct prominent errors
with individual letter spacing.
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Typography

Body Font

Neusa Next Std.
Wide Regular

Neusa Next Std.
Wide Light

Rumquis aut voluptatus quidente. Elit quisit et arum,
sanit fugia quissit adi ullenisciis quam, vent, et vent,
vendam, consed enimusam quideroremod quis event
quis maximagnis sintiure volenda esequid quatemporum
nullestist, et magnihi liquuntum venihic ipsaped et prest
erit re pedit etusapedio consequid et est.

Rumquis aut voluptatus quidente. Elit quisit et arum,
sanit fugia quissit adi ullenisciis quam, vent, et vent,
vendam, consed enimusam quideroremod quis event
quis maximagnis sintiure volenda esequid quatemporum
nullestist, et magnihi liquuntum venihic ipsaped et prest
erit re pedit etusapedio consequid et est.

Tracking
Body copy tracking
should be set to +5.

Leading
Leading values should be set
at 5pt greater than the type
size (e.g. 30pt over 35pt)

Kerning
Care should be taken to
correct prominent errors
with individual letter spacing.
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Typography

Type Hierarchy
To create a recognizable typography style, we use scale.
A variety of sizes between headlines, subheadings
and body copy help make our communications more
readable, ownable and engaging.

Headlines are always
the largest element

More Revenue Means More Possibilities

Subheadings are
always smaller

We make online shopping better.

Body copy needs
to be left aligned

With these newfound ad profits, you can:
• Give your private-label products more
marketing love
• Make those website improvements you’ve
been putting off
• Add the personalization features your
customers have been asking for
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PowerPoint System Font
To ensure compatibility across all platforms
and devices, we have selected Calibri as
the font family to consistently use in all
PowerPoint applications.

Typography

Calibri — Bold
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwyz
12345v67890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwxyz1
234567890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
Calibri — Regular
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwyz
12345v67890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwxyz1
234567890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
Calibri — Light
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwyz
12345v67890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
abcdefghikjlmnopqrstuvwxyz1
234567890£&@?!/+(.,:;)
version 1.1
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Every image we use
needs to feel:

Authentic
Simple
Warm
Captivating
Energetic
version 1.1
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Art Direction

Our Imagery
We use photography that conveys moments of satisfaction, people
enjoying the benefits or results of their purchases or experiences,
either during or after their journey with brands and retailers.
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Art Direction

Things to consider when choosing images
To ensure all our images feel connected in style, it is
important that they share the same characteristics.

Authentic
We should always capture real moments to make our
imagery feel honest. Avoid using staged photos of
people looking directly at the camera.

Warmth
The expressions and interactions should convey a
sense of warmth and a connection to real people in
everyday situations.

Natural Setting
The settings of our photos should reflect the actual places
where real-life transactions are made, and the joys of
shopping are experienced. Avoid staged situations or
unnatural camera angles.

Natural Lighting
The lighting in our photos should always feel natural and bright,
and not staged.

version 1.1

Depth
The depth of field should always be shallow and allow
some background detail to be clearly visible so the context
can be established.
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Art Direction

Category Examples

Home Improvement/DIY

Health & Beauty

Consumer Electronics

Baby

Grocery

Toys

version 1.1
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Graphic Language

Graphic Language Overview
Five styles are available for varying applications.

Single Panel

Two Panel

Three Panels

Corners

Patterns

Use a single panel to create a simple but
recognizable graphic that creates clear
space for images or text.

Use two panels to create a more unique
graphic space to enhance images and
allow text space if needed.

Use three panels to show the full range
of our brand identity through color,
images and text.

Subtle graphic device designed to allow
for maximum white space.

Used to add depth to our communications —
behind text, or as a way to fill empty spaces.
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Graphic Language

Single Panel
The single panel was developed to incorporate
our graphic language in a simple layout, while
providing containers for imagery and text.
By combining sections of the brand symbol,
multiple designs can be created.
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Graphic Language

Single-Panel Construction
The panel is built using the same geometric
shapesas our logo. We always position
the panel onthe grid, with our logo aligned
beneath the point.
x
Clear space
To ensure consistency,the
clear space is definedby
the horizontal grid.

Margin
We always position the logo
inside the margin.

x
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Graphic Language

Single-Panel Imagery
The panel can create dynamic compositions
through use of color and photography. When we
use our logo over a color background, we change
the symbol segment color used to white.
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Single-Panel Misuse

Logo placement
Always align the logo to the bottom point of the
single panel. See usage guidelines on page 53 for
correct usage examples.

Changing the graphical angle
Never change the core 30/60/90 degree angles of
the graphic panel, which are the same angles found
in our brand symbol.

New shapes
Never create new shapes other than those found in
our brand symbol. No more than one corner angle
should be used in a single-color area.
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Triad Brand Guidelines

Graphic Language

Two Panels
The two-panel design was developed to bring
thebrand elements to life through color
and imagery. Placing images inside shapes
derived from our symbol’s segments allows
stock photography to feel more unique to our
brand. By moving the brand symbol around
the artboard and eliminating one of the sides,
diverse and flexible layouts can be created.
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Graphic Language

Two-Panel Imagery
Panels are built using the same geometric
anglesas the brand symbol.

Positioning the symbol
Always set the brand symbol in
clear space.
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Graphic Language

Two-Panel Misuse

Multiple Images
When using two panels, do not use more than one
image.

Changing the graphical angle
Never change the core 30/60/90 degree angles of
the graphic panel, which are the same angles found
in our brand symbol.

New shapes
Never create new shapes other than those found in
our brand symbol. No more than one corner angle
should be used in a single-color area.
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Graphic Language

Three Panels
The three-panel layout was developed to
capture the full breadth of the brand elements.
It is our brand in its truest form. This layout
provides the opportunity to use images, text
and blocks of color. By moving the brand icon
around on the artboard you are able to create
multiple possible graphical layouts.
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Graphic Language

Using imagery with three panels
The panel is built using the same geometry
as the logo but only utilizing two panels.
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Graphic Language

Three Panel Misuse

Changing the graphical angle
Never change the core 30/60/90 degree angles of
the graphic panel, which are the same angles found
in our brand symbol.

New shapes
Never create new shapes other than those found in
our brand symbol. No more than one corner angle
should be used in a single-color area.

Rotating the symbol
Never tilt the brand symbol to create new layouts.
Always keep the center aligned vertically on the
page when using three-panel layouts.
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Graphic Language

Corners
The corner design was developed to contain
large imagery and text. This layout is derived
from a close crop of the logo.
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Graphic Language

Corner Misuse
Placement
The corner placement should comprise less than
5% of a design. Multiple angles should not be visible.

Patterns and images
The corner design should always be created in the
primary or background color palettes. Patterns
and images should never be placed within or fill the
corner graphic.
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Graphic Language

Patterns
The brand symbol may be used as a
seamless, repeating pattern for fullbackground applications. When creating a
repeating pattern, you may use the full-color
symbol (a) or one primary color with a thin
rule delineating the symbol segments (b).

(a)

When using the full-color pattern, text
should be placed on top of a solid graphical
element. Text may be placed directly on top
of the monotone pattern.

(b)
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Patterns Examples

We
Weenhance
enhanceconnections
connectionsbetween
between

brands,
brands,retailers
retailers&&people
people

Lorem
Loremipsum
ipsumdalora
dalora
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Graphic Language

Pattern Misuse

Cropping
When using the full-color pattern, be aware of
cropping. All three colors should be represented on
the left and right side of the graphical space.

Colors
Only primary colors may be used for patterns.

Images
Never use patterns over an image.
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Pattern Misuse

Logo
Never place our logo over the full-color pattern.

Positioning
Never flip or rotate the pattern from the brand
symbol’s vertical axis.

Logo placement
Always align our brand symbol with the vertices
in the monotone pattern as shown.
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Iconography

Our Icons
We use iconography to communicate simple
concepts, primarily in UI design and presentations.
The icon style is created using a stroke with a
single 210 degree angle.
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Iconography

Icon Examples
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How to Create an Icon
icons are created using a simple grid and angle.

Angle
The 210 degree angle must be present in our icons.
For best effect, place where two shapes meet.

Grid
Designed on a 32 x 32 grid to ensure that all have
the same dimensions and stroke, and are consistent.
Icons are drawn using right angles whenever possible.
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